NLL CROWD CONTROL GUIDELINES

Section 1. Student sections will be catty-cornered (diagonally) from each other and marked with signs.

Section 2. Students must wear shirts for inside contests. No painted bodies are permitted but face painting is permitted.

Section 3. Lights will remain on at all times.

Section 4 Only cheerleaders are to be on the floor to lead cheers. Cheerleaders shall not go before the visiting fans to do cheers.

Section 5. There shall be no spirit tunnels at any time, indoor or outdoor, except where one is made up exclusively by members of the band and/or cheerleaders.

Section 6 All signs mounted on walls must display good sportsmanship and support spirit for your team and school. Visiting schools shall not post any signs. Hand held signs, by either school, are prohibited.

Section 7. No students are permitted behind the visiting team benches.

Section 8. Fans that lead cheers from the stands at contests shall not be permitted to incite opposing fans.

Section 9. No terrible towels or noisemakers are permitted for inside contests.